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York St. Westbrook, Maine 04092 (207) 854-9105 Fax: (866) 559-0642

WESTBROOK PLANNING BOARD
TUESDAY, JULY 29, 2008, 7:00 P.M.
WESTBROOK HIGH SCHOOL, ROOM 114
MINUTES
Present: Ed Reidman, (Chair) (Ward 5), Rene Daniel (Vice-Chair) (Ward 1), Paul Emery (Ward
3), Cory Fleming (At Large), Scott Herrick (Alternate), Anna Wrobel (Ward 4), Greg Blake (At
Large)
Absent: Michael Taylor (Alternate), Dennis Isherwood (Ward 2)
Staff: Molly Just
Chairman Reidman called the Westbrook Planning Board meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. in Room 114
of the Westbrook High School. Chairman Reidman explained the duties of the Planning Board and
the City Council with reference to the proposed change to the Comprehensive Plan. The second
phase is a Contract Zone that will be discussed on the second meeting in August. The Contract Zone
will not be discussed this evening as it is a separate issue. Should both items receive a positive
recommendation from the Planning Board and a positive confirmation from the City Council the
developer will return to the Planning Board with plans to develop the site.

1.

Public Hearing - Comprehensive Plan Amendment – Stroudwater Place –
500 Westbrook LLC, for the phased development of a mixed-use project on
approximately 60 acres generally located at 528 Stroudwater Street. Tax
Map: 9, Lots: 3 and 3A, Zone: Business Professional Office District.

Ed Reidman outlined the proposed Comprehensive Plan language is as follows:
Comprehensive Plan Amendment. The applicant has submitted a request to amend the
Comprehensive Plan recommendation for this property. The proposed project is not in
conformance with the recommended use mix, amount of development, or open space
requirement. What follows is the applicant’s proposed language for the Comprehensive
Plan Amendment.
Industrial District II
The Industrial District II is proposed for the north side of Stroudwater Street in the
Stroudwater Character Area between the Portland border and the High School and
Cemetery lands, and is intended to serve as a reserve area for future industrial or
business development, contingent upon the availability of one or more of the
following conditions:
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1. Development of a direct exit from the Westbrook Arterial, or from a new or
extended street which connects to the Arterial, or from the proposed Turnpike
Exit 8A 47 to Stroudwater Street.
2. Proposal of a coordinated and phased planned unit industrial or business
expansion over multiple parcels or a Planned Mixed Commercial
Development. A Planned Mixed Commercial Development (“PMCD”) means
an area of at least 50 contiguous acres to be planned, developed, operated and
maintained as a unitary development and containing one or more structures to
accommodate retail, service, commercial or office uses, or a combination of
such uses and those allowed, and pertinent common areas and accessory uses.
3. Preservation of working farmland within the planned unit development
schemes, including conservation easements, or creation of outdoor public
spaces within a PMCD.
The Stroudwater Character Area is a unique landscape unit and agricultural resource
that lies in the logical path of industrial and mixed commercial expansion so
necessary for the City and the region’s fiscal stability. Both uses can coexist if
properly designed through Planned Unit Development, Planned Mixed-Commercial
Development and/or Contract Zoning provisions.
Permitted Uses:
• Agricultural uses
• Campus-style Commercial, Office & Industrial
• Support Restaurant, retail, and business uses
• Planned Mixed Commercial Developments
Prohibited Uses:
Strip residential uses along Stroudwater Street
Space & Bulk Standards
PUD or PMCD Development:
Minimum Parcel Size:
Preservation of Open Space
Density

50 acres
30%
PMCD: 20%
1 sf building per 3 sf land area
PMCD: 1sf building per 1.5 sf land area

Performance Standards:
• Negotiated Contract Zone where the emphasis is on quality development,
and incorporation and preservation of existing agricultural lands or
creation of quality outdoor public spaces within a Planned Mixed
Commercial Development.
• Shipping traffic shall be prohibited access to the Turnpike via the
eastbound lane of Stroudwater Street.
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Molly Just gave a statement of clarification. In the past week’s edition of the American
Journal there was a brief piece on the project and in it I was quoted as characterizing the
increase in the retail portion of the Comprehensive plan as drastic. I do not recall using
that word, but if I did it was very much unintended as that word has negative
connotations that I do not intend to make. Also I did miss-state the increase in density
allowed over the existing Comprehensive Plan. The project proposes to double the
density of the Comprehensive Plan and I said the Comprehensive Plan allows 1/3 of the
density that is allowed. Basically 2/3rds more density than what is currently allowed.
Ed Reidman opened the Public Hearing
Anne Peoples 22 Garfield Street, said she is one of the people who went through the entire
Comprehensive Plan process from the very beginning, from the Comprehensive Plan Committee,
being on the Planning Board, while we reviewed that and crafted the ordinances and then by
being on the City Council when we finally adopted both the plan and the ordinances.
They were always envisioned as being a living document. They were mot envisioned as
something that was chiseled in stone and was never supposed to change. Our best crystal ball
change at what the future held and it embodied some principles that we felt very strongly about.
One of which was, they are not making any more developable land. We wanted to get the best
and highest use out of the land we had. We started the Comprehensive Plan a little over ten years
ago. Over that time facts have changed. In my perfect world I would have hoped that entire parcel
that abuts Stroudwater Street and 95 out to the border of Westbrook would be full of Idexx like,
value added, high tech manufacturing. That was the dream we had and that has not happened.
While I think that there is some scope for that to happen, the pressures of development that are
coming along 95 and even along Spring Street and Stroudwater Street are such that we need to
get ahead of the curve and decide what makes sense for that land.
We went through a process a couple of years ago where we decided we did not want big
box development. I think that was a wise decision as part of the community. What I think this
plan envisions is probably the antithesis of that. I do not have a crystal ball and can not see what
it will look like when it is built, but something is going to be built in that part of Westbrook. Its
access to the turnpike, the closeness to Portland, to the southern part of Maine, even to Southern
New Hampshire is such that a high end boutique sort of retail development would be an amenity
and an attractor to Westbrook. People want to be around what they consider to be high end stuff.
I think that this sort of development where it is proposed would not just add tax revenue;
it will add some genuine community space while making it a destination for people from the
surrounding area. At this point if they want to go to a high retail, you have to go to Boston. We
know how successful Freeport and Kittery have been as destinations.
I do not think there is anything wrong with Westbrook being considered a mill town, I
have always been kind of proud of that but that does not mean that a development of this nature
wouldn’t be something that is part of our economic development mix.
I know that there are people who are concerned about taking away some of the
excitement from our downtown and I completely disagree with that. I think what it would do is
make downtown that much more attractive because it is someplace else these people could go,
meaning the shoppers and the people who visit just for the experience of it. It looks to me that we
are not just talking about a place to go shop but an experience, maybe a little like Faneuil Hall.
I feel strongly that this is something that the Comprehensive Plan could envision.
Obviously it is a long way between now and a build out, but I really think that the concept and the
idea could be very helpful and additive to Westbrook’s quality of life and economic development.
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Ed Symbol 135 Mechanic Street, I am here this evening to voice my support for the item before
you. I have followed the meetings up to tonight. I have heard items such as restricting wine bars,
class a lounges and extended stay hotels. I do not think we are there yet when dealing with these
issues. Also I heard a Planning Member comment that this project will decimate an already
fragile downtown. I am a member of the Westbrook Chamber of Commerce, I have owned a
business in the downtown area for the last ten years and Ann and I served as co-chairs of the first
economic downtown committee that was started in 1998 and regrouped in 2004.
High end utilities and increased property real estate taxes has and will put more
downtown business out than this project ever will.
We need this project to bolster the downtown shops. Downtown needs to be more than
banking centers and restricted parking. I believe this project will serve as a destination location
and will have a spill over effect for the few businesses that have survived our current conditions. I
also want to address the very vocal and organized people who speak against the project. Their
views are absolutely needed and necessary; however please remember we have more than 16,000
citizens and 800 hundred businesses in Westbrook. Most of them do not have time to devote three
hours on a Tuesday night to attend a meeting. They are not organized to voice there support and
do not have a financial stake in the project whether the project passes or fails.
What the citizens of Westbrook do have is an appointed Planning Board to represent
them to make fair decisions and recommendations based on facts not on emotion or personal
biases.
This project is proposed to be located in the States largest metro area and is easily
accessible from the Maine Turnpike. This is not sprawl. It is five million dollars in new taxes, it is
twelve hundred new construction jobs and it is four thousand new permanent jobs. It is economic
development with tax rebates. Public monies or public land and it is sorely needed. Please
support this change tonight.
Elizabeth Gattine 529 Stroudwater Street, I am here this evening to offer a few comments on the
Comprehensive Plan. I understand that this hearing tonight is just on the Comprehensive Plan, but
obviously it is spring boarding into the Contract Zone, so I have done my best to separate my
comments.
I have some general comments, and then I will have some specific comments on the
language. I do not believe that any changes should be made to the Comprehensive Plan until
more is known and understood about this project. We have heard a lot about concepts, we have
heard what some people would like it to be, we have had one or two examples of what it will not
be. We have not heard what it is most likely going to be. That is because there has not been a
feasibility study done to determine what we have heard is possible.
This project has been described from Mr. Snyder’s team as very ambitious as an
aspiration and I am very interested before going down too far on this road to find out how much
of an aspiration and how ambitious it is. Further we know very little what its impacts will be on
the surrounding neighborhoods and the City as a whole. To this point there has been virtually no
discussion on this aspect of the development. One thing is very clear that its impact will not be
contained within the sixty acre site. We have been told that this is a regional development, a
destination, it will be open eighteen hours a day and will have parade grounds, circus grounds,
and will have over forty permitted uses. It will have 1.6 million square feet of commercial space,
mostly retail with only six per cent of that being office space. With any project of this size there is
bound to be impacts on the downtown, on public services and this development will have far
reaching impact as to how the City is perceived. Certainly at a minimum it will affect traffic. The
answer that traffic will enter on the arterial is simply insufficient to me. That traffic must get to
the arterial and the question is how that traffic is going to get to the arterial should be looked at
before any changes to the Comprehensive Plan are made. There should be a traffic study. We are
talking about a retail development that is 60% larger than Maine Mall.
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I understand that the Comprehensive Plan is a living, breathing document. I would
suggest that you look at the events that have occurred in that neighborhood since the
Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2000. This project and some of the suggested changes at
least talking about the Comprehensive Plan tonight I believe go in the opposite direction. First
there is the zoning that came into effect after the Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2000. That
zoning changes that term Industrial that you see in the Comprehensive Plan to Business
Professional. Specifically the current zoning on that parcel refers to high wage employment and
harmonious relationship with surrounding farmland and residential properties. I am going to save
some of the comments for the specific uses as I understand for the next public hearing.
Furthermore when the zoning was actually written as derived from the rezoning it
increased the landscaping factor to 40%, if anything indicating a desire to increase open space in
that area. In addition since the Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2000, the Planning Board has
seen fit to recommend and the Council has approved a zone change for the large tract of back
acreage belonging to the Animal Refuge League, changing that to dense residential growth. In
addition the Planning Board recommended and the City Council voted to change the zoning on
the DeWolfe property, in a similar manner. That property is now zoned residential growth as
well. With the change for the school, I believe the language for the Comprehensive Plan was
changed as well to reflect commercial development and only on the north side of the street.
I do want to comment on the School, very briefly, because of all things this is my greatest
concern. I am on the building committee and I speak only for myself and was on that committee
long before the Stroudwater area was ever contemplated for a school. My understanding is the
States concern about placing a school on that property was that it was on the far edges of the City
of Westbrook and it would be difficult for children to walk and bike to school. I am not
suggesting the commercial development not occur across the street. But the sheer scale of this is
contrary to my understanding of the environment that we are trying to create. I am not happy
building a thirty million dollar school mall side. Basically it is like putting a school across the
street. If you are standing in the driveway to the school you are directly across the street, very
similar to where Toys R Us is now from the Mall. At the very least, I am the only one and speak
for myself and this seems fine to the communities, there should be a traffic study to determine
what the effect of the traffic will be when that new school goes in. Currently we are told that we
do not need a traffic light, we only need a stop sign and another turn lane for the school. I think
there is a lot more to be done before the Comprehensive Plan starts changing as to what in fact
that change will happen on the community.
Certainly the changes proposed in this project are fundamentally different than the
Comprehensive Plan as currently drafted. The Comprehensive Plan when drafted for multiple
large parcels it shows concerns for traffic and respected the preservation of agricultural lands.
The proposed changes do not do that. It contemplates large development on a single parcel of
land in the area with no regard to preservation of agricultural land. Most importantly it goes from
retail being limited, to a primary use. Specifically on the language that has been proposed I
would appreciate an answer as to the belief that the Comprehensive Plan language changed in
2006 from the draft that I have been provided and is not the current language of the
Comprehensive Plan. I believe that when the zone for the school changed there was a change in
the Comprehensive Plan and this draft of the Comprehensive Plan does not reflect those changes.
Specifically to the language:

4. Development of a direct exit from the Westbrook Arterial, or from a new or
extended street which connects to the Arterial, or from the proposed Turnpike
Exit 8A 47 to Stroudwater Street.
There are certain conditions that trigger the commercial development to occur. The way I
have always read this language is all of those things will modify to Stroudwater Street.
My understanding of the language in this Contract Zone is that there will be no access
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from Stroudwater Street. The language should reflect that there will be no access to
Stroudwater Street if that is the case.
Secondly the next paragraph that describes the planned mixed development. I
think again it was intended to cover a multiple of parcels and I would suggest even if this
was to go forward that the language not be left so open. It could be any of those uses or
any combination and if you intend a combination, let it say a combination.
The third paragraph perseveration of working farmland:
5. Preservation of working farmland within the planned unit development
schemes, including conservation easements, or creation of outdoor public
spaces within a PMCD.
I would argue that language added is incongruous and simply does not make sense. You might as
well read the language as saying Preservation of working farmland or not. They simply do

not go together. I think if the Board decides to go forward to require an “and” there,
rather than an “or” and to make coexistence the goal and this would be a much better direction.
I would also consider putting in some language that protects the school in some way. I do
not support doubling the density at the same time reducing the landscaping factor for some of the
reasons described earlier.
I want to point out a couple of things in the Comprehensive Plan and I realize the
Comprehensive Plan is a lengthy document, for every quote one person finds, somebody can find
something else and I understand that it can be read by different people in different ways.
I do want to point out that I believe that part of the goal of the Comprehensive Plan was
to preserve that special aspect of that area. In the Executive Summary, for example says:
“This land must be developed carefully respecting the esthetic qualities of areas such as
County Road and Stroudwater Street, balancing issues relating to traffic impacts and avoiding the
significant environmental impacts of the past. “
“In terms of citizen input called attention to the “special places” in the community,
including the libraries the view sheds of Methodist and Duck Pond Roads, Riverbank Park and
the view sheds along the Stroudwater. Development along these areas is encouraged to
incorporate the characteristics and make these places special and maintain them as development
occurs.”
“In terms of Stroudwater specifically is described as the only panoramic view available
from a City road serves as a Visual surprise to motorist leaving and arriving Westbrook.”
“Probably the most dramatic rural landscape unit in the City”
I hope you all read the Comprehensive Plan, you will see that it has tried to preserve
some of those things and I think with this; we are talking about proposing a ten foot buffer on the
side between this and the agricultural lands side. I think we can do better than that.
In closing there is one last quote:
“Westbrook is a special place the unique inventory of historic, scenic and open space resources,
unlike ant other community in Maine. It is time for the Cities to stop selling it selves short
dismissing itself as another mill town.”
In ten or twenty years, I do not want to be viewed as just another Mall Town either. So I
hope we can strike some sort of a compromise when more information can be known and at the
very least you may consider some of these comments in looking at the specific language that has
been recommended for the Comprehensive Plan.
David Travers 12 Waltham Street said I would like to see people put first and made a priority.
That is not something that is said when discussing complexities of this sort.
Where are you going to put the businesses, how much for this and how much for that, and
people somehow get lost in the mix.
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I was surprised that the new school will literally be across the street from this area.
There have been a lot of studies recently about the affect of particulate matter, especially on
children. This causes all kinds of problems from emphysema on. I wonder if that is where we
want to go.
I also wonder where it is going in terms of the jobs that will eventually be created and be
mostly service jobs, low income and the way things are going that is something we can not
afford.
Is that the kind of community we want to construct? Simply make available more
MacDonald’s jobs, more of that income grid.
I also wonder about the unstated premise that a lot of these jobs are going to be from
retailers from out of State. I am reminded of the buy local campaign in the area. I do not
remember the precise figures but it is something like; if a business is local 50% of the income
generated from that business is reinvested in the community. If a business is out of State it is
something like $1.00 out of $9.00 stays in the community the rest goes somewhere else like
Texas. Do we want to create the kind of community that basically our dollars are drained?
When I think about this concept for this area, I somehow think of someone who ran for
President awhile ago and talked about a great sucking sound and that sucking sound is going to
come from Main Street Westbrook and whatever businesses are there and are thriving right now
are just going to be drained because everyone is going to want to go to the new and glitzy place
just down the road. Why bother to come to Westbrook? For the sake of Westbrook and the sake
of our people, for the sake of the kind of life we want I just wonder if this is the direction we want
to be headed.
Mark Gousse 317 Stroudwater Street, I come tonight in support the Stroudwater Street project. I
believe rarely a community has the opportunity to support a project with that impacts the citizens
in such a positive manner. From my perspective this project can impact our community
positively, infusing money into the local community, providing jobs and serving as a welcoming
gateway to our community.
I suspect that many communities aggressively compete to attract projects such as this, in
fact most do. They employ municipal community development directors, TIF’s and marketing
companies to attract and recruit more projects.
Mr. Snyder is a Westbrook native looking to invest back into the community he was
raised in. This project will infuse millions of dollars of tax revenue providing relief to the local
taxpayers.
The blend of retail, office and recreation civic facilities, I believe is a positive match for
the site. In fact the Comprehensive Plan recognizes the site for the most appropriate place for
economic development to take place.
I do not believe the project will impact traffic density; however a traffic study should be
done. I believe having the entrance and the egress located along the Westbrook arterial certainly
provides a match to move traffic on and off the interstate away from the area which is near
Stroudwater Street or near the schools.
We do not have to drive very far to see what neighboring communities have done with
sites or projects. Without naming names or types of industry I would suggest they have had
positive results.
I commend Mr. Snyder for bringing this opportunity to our community. I support his
vision. I believe in order to attract people to our community we have to invest in it. Is the project
or the plan perfect? Probably not, however, that is why we have a Planning Board. We entrust
you to provide the vision, the leadership and the support to address the concerns of the citizens,
while providing the direction to ensure vibrant economic development is a match for our
community, a blend. There is always and should be middle ground, let’s find it and begin turning
that ground.
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Anne Bureau Oak Street, I wish to add my comments regarding the Comprehensive Plan and the
amendment requested by 500 Westbrook LLC for the Stroudwater Place proposal.
I feel that the requested Comprehensive Plan amendments could ultimately allow the land
owner to move forward with their vision for our community and should not be adopted this
evening.
The developer’s proposal to significantly limit open space and significantly increase
build out densities is not in keeping with the current Comprehensive Plan goal of protecting and
preserving the abutting working farmland and unique landscaping, agricultural resources of the
Stroudwater character in that area. In addition the proposed changes to the performance standards
section, the creation of quality outdoor public spaces could somehow replace the current
Comprehensive Plan required, incorporation and preservation exiting agricultural lands, is very
concerning. Particularly when the developer has come forward to say the quality outdoor public
spaces intended for Stroudwater Place include up to 900 parking spaces which may be built on
stabilized grass surfaces and side buffers as small as ten feet.
They are proposing a reduction of the current Comprehensive Plan requirement of 30%
overall open space preservation.
From a personal perspective I feel that this area of Westbrook and its rural quality and
farm land and peaceful open vistas is a significant value, than to any changes to our
Comprehensive Plan regarding the Stroudwater character are should provide even greater
protection to this important and valuable part of our community.
As we all know communities Comprehensive Plan should ideally reflect the consensus
views of the town’s policies. It is created and our Comprehensive Plan was created by residents,
town officials and stakeholders who came together to share ideas about what is important in the
community and to identify issues and coordinate consensus views. A community Comprehensive
Plan is a powerful public tool that is used to plan for and regulate growth and development and
changes to this tool should not be made hastily or without great deliberation and discussions.
In this particular situation I feel we are trying to fit a square peg in a round hole. The
developers are requesting changes to our Comprehensive Plan to fit the needs of their
development of their vision and it is my belief that they should be changing their plan to fit the
current consensus vision of the community for the current working Comprehensive Plan.
John Searles I have lived in Westbrook for ten years. I have owned a business in Westbrook
since 1984. Since that date I have watched the City of Westbrook be constantly manipulated in
going forward with needed development. It has cost everyone services, schools, municipality and
monies the City has to pay the county. This will be almost five million dollars added to the tax
base. This is huge. To look at the beauty of this is phenomenal. To have a place to go like this that
is nothing like Maine Mall will be advantageous. South Portland a few years ago was very
anxious to get the mall there. You look at the area around the mall where everyone goes, that is
why downtown Westbrook is struggling because everyone is attracted out of here.
This project will help every business in the City of Westbrook. It is absolutely nonsense
to think that it wouldn’t. Numbers of people come to the City equal dollars spent at gas stations,
service garages, restaurants; that pay taxes. We want this project. There will be a few people who
will oppose it and I believe for their own interest.
I think that when the Council votes on this, if they do not vote positively, then there
should be new Councilors elected next time around.
I have no problem with the quality of this project. I have traveled to Boston and New
York. You find this type of project out of State; why not bring all these people with money here.
Talking about a rural piece of land, we have a few cows that can graze somewhere else
in the future. That land is one of the last pieces of very valuable tax base for the City of
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Westbrook. Anyone in that area that owns property will have the assessed value increased by
thousands of dollars.
This will bring what we need for this City. Look at downtown where businesses are
struggling, because there are no people coming to Westbrook. You have to attract people to
Westbrook in order to spend money.
Think about the people; take a burden off of the tax base, it will give us more money for
the schools; it will give us more money for the municipality so we can receive better services.
I agree that we should look at the project carefully to ensure that it blends in. Make sure
the project goes forward and let no one interfere with the process for this project.
John Gallagher I am the president of Westbrook Development Corporation a non-profit realestate corporation here in the City of Westbrook. I also work for the Westbrook Housing
Authority,
I support the amendment and the change for the Comprehensive Plan. I think that the
flexibility that is needed in a community to prosper and move forward is certainly imbedded in
the changes that you have in front of you.
I think that this type of development with multi uses will give us the opportunity to help
people who are struggling in the community find employment. I agree that it would be wonderful
if everyone would qualify for 100,000 dollar a year job, but the reality is we have a lot of lower
income individuals who live in the community who have needs and requirements to help heat
their homes and pay their rent and try just to get by. We see everyday the reality of the economics
for some of the lower income individuals.
This particular development would offer opportunities for people to seek various levels of
employment and various levels of incomes based on the jobs that would be offered from
management positions too clerical and retail positions. I think this is a valuable opportunity for
this community and would hate to see it get passed by.
I think that it is important that this project move forward so that a lot of the other
questions, such as traffic studies and environmental studies can be completed.
At this stage the developer would be spending thousand of dollars to complete these
studies, with no indication from the community that it is even a development that they would
accept. This site is already zoned for commercial development in the form of office buildings.
This particular development offers access to the public with community space and offers
all the things that a community wishes that it had and offers the tax base. Here is a developer who
has come to the community and is offering to provide an increase to the tax base without asking
for any loans or TIF’s. I think this project needs to move forward and is allowed to get the
opportunity to invest in the City of Westbrook.
Holly Travers 12 Waltham Street, I oppose the restriction of open space to less than 30%. I look
at the scope of this development and think of the loss for the people who are adjacent to this
proposed project. Their properties are not going to have the same landscaping near or adjacent to
there properties. They will be subject to sound and air pollution during the creating and operating
of the facility. I believe that more open space is going to allow that to be screened. Even for the
people of Westbrook I would like to see the 30% maintained.
The idea of a sometime parking lot used as open space neither natural nor landscaped. It
does not sound attractive or a place that I would want to spend time.
I am sure that there are other things that are planned that sounds nice for the people of
Westbrook and certainly the tax advantages are very appealing but I am concerned about the open
space.
I looked at this project for the future and considered the climate impacts, carbon dioxide,
machine fumes, chemicals, cars and lights, by keeping the open space requirements as written it
will be a step in the right direction to help alleviate some of those issues.
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Elizabeth Kaminski 540 Stroudwater Street, my home is the only residence on the same side as
this project is planned to be developed. Our land abuts to the sixty acres where Mr. Snyder’s
property is. The field that is proposed for the overflow parking is right next to our living room
windows and our bedroom windows. I ask everyone involved to put a lot of thought into this
because I do not see how we can stay there under these circumstances. A lot has been said at this
meeting and I will not repeat them, but I have the similar feelings.
Orleans Jeffers 466 Stroudwater Street said my property abuts the project. I have lived there for
fifty years. I chose to raise our family in the mix of the farm land which we really enjoyed.
When I first heard about project, I became excited about it. The City will take a lot of joy
and excitement and there will be a lot of entertainment for the City of Westbrook and the
surrounding communities. I believe it will be a family orientated project; there will be something
for everyone in the family.
I thank Jason for having the vision for the City of Westbrook and his staff for all the work
that has been done. I also thank the Planning Board and I realize what you have to do as a
member of the Board. It is exciting to see this unfold.
It is not only for the City of Westbrook it is also for the surrounding communities that
will take part of this and enjoy it. I am looking forward to the project coming to completion.
I am a mother of eight children and I know this will be a family oriented project. I thank
the Board for hearing me this evening.
Mike White 117 Brydon Way, I will try to be brief and say that I tend to agree with a lot of the
comments that Mr. Gallagher has said.
I will try to stay on track and discuss the Comprehensive Plan. If people are speaking in
favor of the amendments to the Comprehensive Plan they are certainly leaning to favor the
project. I would ask you to consider vote affirmably for this project to change the Comprehensive
Plan to allow this project to go forward.
It is hard for the developer to cast every stone in concrete when they do not have a
commitment from the City, so they can go out and acquire some commitments. I think that by
recommending modifying the Comprehensive Plan does not make this project a done deal. There
are many more hurtles to get over. I think that when considering all the positives I believe this
project should be recommended to move ahead.
There are certainly considerations to be worked through as this project is aired out. You
should hear the considerations of the neighbors and abutters and people that just have different
philosophical ideas on this project.
I happen to think that jobs, especially construction are a good thing. I think there will be a
full range of jobs offered with this project when it gets built out, not only minimum wage jobs.
The cold reality is that we do need people in the minimum wage range. The Norman Rockwell
picture with the white picket fence and the two car garage and the turkey cooking in the oven
does not exist any longer. For us to have that goal is folly.
It is a big plus to have the taxes come to the City of Westbrook. We are not being asked
to grant a TIF or co sign a loan. I think that we have a great design team on this project but again
that does not make it a done deal and I think issues needs to be thoroughly shaken out during this
process. I think the project deserves that much consideration.
I will ask you to vote in favor of the proposed amendment for the Comprehensive Plan so
the process can move forward. I do not see that as a stamp of approval. But the project needs to
move forward. Please consider voting in affirmative.
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Davis Tapley 39 Dale Avenue, I currently serve on the Recreation and Conservation Committee
and the Parks, Recreation and Open Space Committee. I stand before you in strong support of this
project.
I have lived in and around Westbrook all my life and I was here during the heyday of SD
Warren; that was the smell of money. That was kind of the fat cat with Warren Field and the
Warren Library. We have all watched that industry go to the wayside. I see Westbrook grasping
at Idexx like industry hoping to become the next industrial savior.
I got wind of this project, and thought that this will be a once in a life time opportunity.
This will put Westbrook in the map and make a tourist destination. Maine is not a business
climate it is a destination place. We have Scarborough, Freeport, Millinocket and Moose Head
Lake. People come here as tourists. On the way to those destinations, this is just the next stop.
Jason Snyder is a Westbrook boy that has done well and is willing to reinvest back to the
City of Westbrook. Jason will maintain the project and this is something he is not going to dump
into our lot and say I am done with that. This is a huge gamble for him as well as for the City of
Westbrook.
While thinking about open space in a sense what you may lose in open space you may
gain in recreation. The prime example of that is the indoor skating rink then the outdoor theater
that will be an incredible draw. Jason’s and his team have made this project echo friendly and
green and have visions of alternative transportation. That is an exciting aspect to attract people
here while traveling without automobiles. I think that what the developer is proposing is a once in
a lifetime opportunity and I hope we jump on this.
Kristal Sands 58 Lugrin Street and a life long resident in the City of Westbrook. I am here to
speak in support of this project. My goal is to attempt to keep my remarks to the Comprehensive
Plan.
Simply stated this is private money, private project and a private citizen who is bring an
opportunity to our community that is forward thinking. It has local, regional, state impacts and I
find this very exciting. I personally favor the planned mixed commercial development, instead of
the industrial development in this region.
I think tourism will be attracted by this. Retail is attractive to people and tourism is our
number one sector. The tourists spend billions and the project will create many jobs and the City
of Westbrook will collect millions in real estate taxes. I see people driving to Maine and shopping
or eating, I think this is a very attractive proposition. It is very exciting for Westbrook to be
considered for this.
I tried to look for some definitions of open space. I think in the Comprehensive Plan
amendment the wording has been proposed and I am in support of this. I do have concerns about
the open space and I think that is very important. I am in agreement with the 20% and I think
there is some creative ways to get to that. I could not find the definition of open space but I am
thinking that this open space can be very creative. It can be indoors, it can be outdoors, on
rooftops not just a stabilized surface. I consider this project very forward thinking, very avante
guard.
I do think our Comprehensive plan does speak to our diverse local economy, downtown
and the commercial industrial areas. I do not see this project as being competitive to those, I see it
very complimentary with real local, state and regional impacts like jobs and taxes.
A level of this type of development requires a lot of trust; that the developer does what he
says he is going to do and the Board does what they say they will do on behalf of the City of
Westbrook. There are a lot of details to be hashed out.
I do see that the developer will not invest the type of money he is talking about without
building the highest quality project with an efficient design that is visually attractive. I believe
that is where we are headed.
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I have traveled around the State and this project is talked about throughout the State. This
has generated excitement throughout the State. I believe that is perceived as a true regional State
wide economical development project.
Given these comments I am respectfully requesting that the Planning Board will accept
the applicant’s proposal and forward that to the Council without revision so we can actually get to
the heart of where we want to go with the discussion around the contract zone.
Debra Rummary 533 Stroudwater Street as others have said for any point the “pro” side makes
the “con” side probably has a rebuttal of some sort. Something that comes to my mind is that
people are talking about this project and indeed they are. I also hear comments, unfortunately for
the City of Westbrook’s reputation that this project is laughable in the City of Westbrook. We
have all worked so hard to put Westbrook on the map as a positive place with a positive
reputation, I would like to see us continue to do that.
The Comprehensive Plan may indeed be a living, breathing document. When it was
envisioned I do not think the Cabalas in Scarborough was envisioned or the amount of retail that
has sprung up in this area and what the economic implications are for that and what they are for
our Comprehensive Plan.
If I were a resident in any Westbrook neighborhood I would have grave concerns about
the proposed Comprehensive Plan changes, as much for economic reasons as well as the esthetic
reasons we have been talking about. As an abutter I oppose these changes. First 100% increase in
the allowable density and 30% reduction in open space preservation undermine the plans clear
intent for the future land use of this area, namely to guide campus style, commercial and
industrial and office development while protecting the residential and rural character of this
unique area.
It is true not everyone in the City is qualified for a professional job. I teach workplace
professional skills. I teach people how to move from a retail environment or manufacturing
environment to office communication and writing skills. That is our goal to move people from
those types of positions to office professional positions.
I urge the Board to reject those performance standards that increase the density and
decrease the open space.
I support the City Planner’s recommendation to not include the overflow parking as part
of that open space.
Secondly, several of the proposed amendments create either or scenarios where the
interest of residents and frankly I think even the City are subservient to the developer’s goals. For
example section 2 that the plan defines a planned mixed commercial development as essentially
an either or proposition that enables the developer to build all retail, but we do not know what
that is yet and would consequently rob the City of one of the last remaining, strategically placed
parcels of land. This land that is capable of attracting and supporting a more viable mix of
business professional offices or clean technology or light manufacturing. The prior mentioned are
example of the kinds of businesses that can sustain the economic downturn right now where retail
is clearly reeling from this. Those jobs are all minimum wage jobs.
Again as a tax payer, I would be concerned as to how this could weaken the diversified
sustainable economic base we are trying so hard to build here in Westbrook.
Please tell me, you are the planners, you are the Board, does every community require the
Comprehensive Plan to include a large scale mega mall at every turnpike exit? Land use
implications clearly have economic implications. **chart added as part of the record in the City
Clerks Office*
Most of us who travel Stroudwater Street, do value the most dramatic rural landscape in
the City. Yes it provides unique and soothing visual affect but it also does support a multi
generational working farm. With all due respect no design can overcome incompatible uses. We
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are already seeing new changes in the area and we welcome the new middle school, Sandy River
so we are trying to accommodate growth in this area of the City.
Please let me quote Bruce Chuluda in a letter dated December 22, 2006
** Editors note, please see PDF copy of this letter on next page**
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In closing since February we have all been listening to and observing the amount of strife
in Westbrook right now between competing land use issues, we have Idexx vs. Pike we have the
substandard lots issues, the Portland Scrap yard creating concerns for abutters and Mr. Morrill’s
ongoing issue with Plan-it-Recycling. These issues are coming up all over the City. I think the
proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Plan will only exacerbate those kinds of issues.
I do urge the Planning Board to reject the proposed amendments, but pursue a more
reasonable curse that protects all our interests and please do not mall Westbrook.
Cindy Castleman 18 Doyle Street, because of the decreased proposal in open space and the
increase in density and the fact that I am opposed to the amendment to the Comprehensive Plan
on those basis. I agree with many of the detail and anecdotal suggestions of Elizabeth Gattine and
Anne Bureau.
What bothers me is we are referring to what is a concept, an ambition, an aspiration as
though it were a reality. When speaking to many people about this project, many people can not
believe that this will go through.
I am opposed to the amendment of the Comprehensive Plan
Jerry Hunter 37 Dale Avenue, I want to go on record saying I support the amendment and the
changes to the Comprehensive Plan.
I grew up in a western Maine town that had the traditional manufacturing jobs which left.
The community that I grew up in thought that something would replace those jobs and save the
community. Plans on a much smaller scale than this were talked about and the town did not want
that. They kept on waiting, waiting and waiting. You will find that most of the community is
know longer there. People could not afford to live there, so the moved away to other places where
they could live and work. I do not want to see that happen in Westbrook.
If this plan is not approved, there are other communities that would love to get this tax
revenue. It is open ended as there are so many other things that need to be approved first. I would
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like to see the amendment be approved, so the process can move forward and Jason can come
forward with his ideas for the community
Kenneth Lefebvre 60 Oakland Avenue, I would like to express my support of the amendment in
front of the Board. As Ann Peoples said the Comprehensive Plan is a living, breathing document.
The one that we are operating under now is the third one we have operated under since I first
became involved with the City. The reason they are getting re-written is because they are
constantly being re-written. To issue a new Comprehensive Plan is to formalize all the re-writings
since the last time you formalized them.
One of the things I would like to say about this project is when we look at the number of
jobs here and I think back to the days when there was lots of retail in downtown Westbrook and
there was almost 25% of the population in the City of Westbrook, working at a paper mill that
provided the City with 48% of tax revenue that came to the City. Times have changed, that does
not happen anymore. This project will eventually employ almost the equivalent of 25% of the
population of the City of Westbrook. That is a significant number of jobs. I understand that they
are not 60, 70, 80 thousand dollar a year jobs. There are a lot of people right now that will settle
for a heck of a lot less than a 50 thousand dollar a year job with gas on oil at the prices they are at
today. I do not discount jobs, a job is a job. People need jobs today.
The other reason I support this today is that there are needs to preserve open space in
Westbrook. The tax revenue that can be gained from the project ultimately if someone wise sits
back and looks at it, there are multiple vehicles in place in the City of Westbrook today where
some of this revenue can be dedicated. Whatever happened to the plan to have open access all
along the Millbrook to route 302 to Austin Street, we ran out of money. What ever happened to
the plan to buy the golf course on Lincoln Street? It was defeated at referendum two to one when
we could have purchased it for $150,000 dollars. What ever happened to the plan to have a boat
launch on the river? It never happened because we did not have the money. If we can get five
million dollars into our budget why doesn’t someone suggest that we use some of those five
million dollars to provide some access to the rural areas that do not already have the infrastructure
in place? There are still rural lands in Westbrook that could be preserved, that if there were trying
to be developed today would need the entire infrastructure to be built. This piece of land provides
the most minimal impact in terms to new infrastructure to the City compared to any other piece
that is being defined as rural. Look at the money we had to spend to expand the Five Star
Industrial Park. That did not even support it.
It makes perfect sense to send these amendments to the Council. It will be back to the
Planning Board to flush out all the details; but now let these amendments move forward to get to
the next step.
Neil McCloud 20 Sterling Drive said that consideration is the biggest word I would use. Many
people talk with their emotion talking about their feelings on the subject. I am looking for the
Planning Board just to take into consideration if they would extend the amendment that the full
project could be flushed out. I am not at this time in favor of the project nor am I against the
project; I want to know more about the project. To do that this is one of those steps to help it go
forward. This hurtle is a consideration, let this go forward. Everyone would like to have open
fields, picturesque open space, this is not a reality of the world we are living in. Sprawl is
happening, that is why everything is moving up. I am not saying this project is or is not a project
for Westbrook. What I am saying is let us see what the project entails before we vote it down. We
are not the only community considering projects like this. Cape Elizabeth is considering a project
like this. Consideration for this project is the only thing that I ask for.
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Tim Flaherty said he has been in the real estate business for about twenty-eight years now. I
have built a few developments in Westbrook and in greater Portland. I like the location of this
project for a lot of reasons, so I throw my support to the change to the amendment tonight.
The one thing I see is that we had a large track of land in Prides Corner that had a similar
vision to this proposal. It created a lot of excitement in the area. The problem was we did not
have sewer, no infrastructure for the project. I think this project has so many advantages with the
infrastructure being close by. It lends itself well for those reasons. It is early in the process, and
neighbors and abutters need to meet with the developer to express there concern for their needs. I
think the team that he has put together and the financials look strong. I think you have to look at
all those aspects. It is obviously risky but it is a great time to be planning for this project during
the downturn in the market and hopefully he will catch it on the upswing.
I thoroughly add my support to this project.
Jim Donnelly Mayberry Road I oppose any project of this kind during this economic and social
atmosphere. It is nothing personal against this project although there are certainly criteria about
this project that I could talk to point for point.
First thing I would like to say is according to the United States Chamber of Commerce
there are zero indoor malls built right now in the year 2008, this statistic sited in Harpers
magazine. In light of that many are changing there entire approach to change to a sort of a theme
park basically due to the fact that financiers will not back indoor malls now as they are loosing
money.
Point two was mentioned by the business reports, when you hear same store sales is
because shareholders require that developers constantly build new shopping malls as there is a 2
too 4 year life span before these places begin to loose money and the shareholders want this
constant turnover to happen. I recommend that you read the book “The Geography of Nowhere”
written by James Howard Kunstler, where he discusses exactly how this tear sheet is done
financing is done and how this geographic juggling is done and how particularly it was done in
upstate New York.
I would like to say from personal experience that I have been on both sides of the retail
question as I was an Asst. Manager, a sales clerk, I was a warehouse worker and I was also a
trucker. Just to address a statement in generating interest in our downtown I can tell you from my
experience that this is absolutely untrue. Anyone who makes that claim does not look at the fact
that the nature of vehicular travel that is predicated on the automobile is that as an example look
at South Portland’s main drag. If you were to stand on that corner at any given time of day and
ask those people if they have just come from the mall and if they are interested South Portland
taking a look around, they are going to tell you that is absolutely not true at all. They are not there
because of that, their destination is the mall, that is where they want to be and once they get out of
their car that is all there is too it. Usually they run themselves ragged in the mall so they really do
not have any energy to go anywhere else. I think we need to take a real hard look at that reality.
Ed Reidman asked for Elizabeth Stamley 40 Waltham Street and Eileen Shutts 42 Monroe
Avenue letters to be entered into the record:
**Editors note, please see inserted PDF copy of letters on the following pages.
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Public hearing Closed
Ed Reidman Mrs. Gattine asked about the access to Stroudwater Street. The current proposed
language for the contract zone limits access to Stroudwater Street, too emergency vehicles only
from the site.
Asked for comments from the Board
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No Comments

2.

Call to Order

Continuing Business
3.

Contract Zone and Comprehensive Plan Amendment – Stroudwater Place –
500 Westbrook LLC, for the phased development of a mixed-use project on
approximately 60 acres generally located at 528 Stroudwater Street. Tax
Map: 9, Lots: 3 and 3A, Zone: Business Professional Office District.

Ed Reidman explained we have had a Public hearing and asked for comments from the
Board.
Anna Wrobel said clearly most of the people who have spoken tonight spoke in support
of this amendment, with a few people opposing it. While that is the case, I have heard the
opposition to this amendment characterized as organized, (why they are more organized
than the people who are in support of it I do not know). I have heard them characterized
as emotional, as having personal bias and as being self interested, it is sad to have this
unkind language interjected into this course. I do not understand why the reasons of the
opposition can not be regarded as rational and as ethical as those who are in support of
the Comprehensive Plan change.
Ed Reidman asked for a motion to make a recommendation to the Council. There are
two issues that we know we have to deal with, one being the preservation of open space
and the second is the density. As you are aware we have the authority to delete or make
changes to the proposed language.
Cory Fleming asked for as procedural clarification. What she heard consistently was the
preservation of open space. Currently it calls for 30% and the applicant is proposing 20%
while including stabilized grass surface. Do we have the ability assuming that we move
forward to make a recommendation to the City Council to also include that the 20% not
include the stabilized grass surface for open space?
Ed Reidman yes
Rene Daniel move to recommend to the City Council the adoption that was
presented to us in its entirety for their consideration in regards to Stroudwater
Place, 500 Westbrook LLC, for the phased development and the mixed use project
of approximately 60 acres generally located at 528 Stroudwater Street. Tax Map: 9,
Lot: 3 and 3A, Zone presently Business Professional Office District.
2nd by Scott Herrick
Ed Reidman we do have the ability to send both items that need clarification to the
Council, but I would prefer that we send our recommendation along with it.
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Cory Fleming moved to amend the preservation of open space that we say with the
20% as defined by the applicant but that definition not include the stabilized grass
surface for parking.
Natalie Burns I wish to point out to the Board as that is an issue in the Contract Zoning,
I think that with the proposal you have in front of you it simply sets the percentage for
open space in PMCD. If you feel strongly and you want to recommend to the Council to
consider that type of limitation you can do so. This amendment to the Comprehensive
Plan does not decide that issue, meaning the stabilized grass surface. That is going to
continue as you go through the Contract Zoning portion of the review.
Cory Fleming so then the recommendation to the City Council is that we would like
them to consider that. Not that it is being added to the Comprehensive Plan amendment,
but that we are recommending that they consider that in their deliberations.
2nd by Anna Wrobel
Ed Reidman the motion is too choose the PMCD 20% for preservation of open space
with a recommendation to the council that they limit the calculation of open space by not
including the overflow parking as grassed area.
Scott Herrick my concern is I do not know if that is appropriate language in connection
of the Comprehensive Plan. I think when we get to the Contract Zone we could discuss
that. I know it is a recommendation only, but I do not think that the City Council should
have to consider it in the connection with Comprehensive Plan as it is a specific
limitation of this proposal. But I do agree with the underlying concept. I think for this
proposal I agree with you recommendation, but not for the Comprehensive Plan.
Greg Blake I concur with that statement, I consider the Comprehensive Plan more global
in nature, even though I agree with Cory’s recommendation I feel it should be done at the
Contract Zone Level.
Paul Emery echo the two prior colleagues remarks.
Cory Fleming I understand what my colleagues are saying to the global nature of the
Comprehensive Plan. I do see this as a precedence setting piece, and I do not want
parking to be considered as part of the definition of open space for any type of future
project. I do not think that is an appropriate use.
I do recognize your arguments.
Paul Emery said the Contract Zone is unique to that area, with the standards not to spill
over in the remaining parts of the City. This needs to go to Council and let the project go
forward as a consideration for this zone, then let it go through the process and the final
decision comes out as a result of the wisdom of the City, the Planner and the cooperation
of the project developer.
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The vote on the PMCD 20% w/caveat of the definition of open space should include
2-5 (Greg Blake, Ed Reidman, Rene Daniel, Paul Emery, Scott Herrick opposed)
Ed Reidman asked that the notes show the concern of the Board with regard to how the
20% would have been calculated.
We still do not have a motion as to whether we want to stay with the option to
allow the Council defines it and whether we want to send a recommendation and
eliminate one of the two.
Rene Daniel moved that we leave both options on the table and we allow the
legislative body that we recommend to, to make the final decision.
2nd by Paul Emery
No comments from the Board
The vote 5-2 opposed (Anna Wrobel, Ed Reidman opposed)
Ed Reidman now we have the density factor in front of the Board; which is 1 square foot
to building per 3 square feet of land area and the PCMD proposal is 1 square foot of
building per 1.5 square feet of land area.
We have heard discussion from the public and staff on this as to how and why
these calculations should or should not be considered. What are the wishes of the Board?
Paul Emery some comments earlier were as follows: let’s go forward and see what is
proposed. If they have a workable harmonious design that is the best possible
compromise for the greatest benefit for Westbrook, let’s make the decision then. If we
cannot do that, deny it.
Cory Fleming just from a consistency stand point, if we are giving the City Council the
option on preservation on open space to have them consider both options I think we
should also do that with the density and move both forward.
Ed Reidman asked for a motion too that.
Cory Fleming so moved
2nd by Rene Daniel
The vote was 5- 2 in favor (Anna Wrobel and Ed Reidman opposed)
Ed Reidman asked if there were any other issues as to the language proposed.
Anna Wrobel said I know that a letter that was not read, but was put in the public record
written by Eileen Shutts and someone in the audience who spoke about the language of
the performance standards where it speaks of incorporation and preservation of existing
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agricultural lands or creation of quality outdoor spaces. Eileen Shutts letter had a
recommendation on changing “or” to “and”, concerned to the notion that the preservation
of agricultural lands would fall by the wayside if the word “or” was maintained, rather
than “and”. I am suggesting that this piece of language be discussed before
recommending the Comprehensive Plan as it stands.
Ed Reidman is that a motion, to change “or” to “and”?
Anna Wrobel yes
Motion fails for lack of a second
Molly Just said there is a major topic area that is proposed for changes. I did not know if
you would like to go through the same voting procedure for that. That was in regard to
the use mix. That is the reason why the Administration suggested the Comprehensive
Plan amendment. The current Comprehensive Plan refers to support retail and this project
would not have support retail. Should the Board vote on that as well it is located in the
permitted uses area of the document?
Ed Reidman said we have proposed to cross out the word support.
Molly Just correct, I wanted to bring that forward, if you choose not to vote on it that is
fine I just wanted to bring this to the Boards attention.
Ed Reidman there are several changes with cross outs and underlined pieces too make
the change I have made the assumption that if someone is not bringing it up through a
motion it is not a concern to change it. Since Molly has brought this issue forward are
there any comments on this issue on page 3 of her memo under permitted uses.
Paul Emery in prior meetings I have made the same comment, it will go through the
filter, and it will never be precisely perfect, push it to the next stage and the filtration
process and let the Council have a word about it. Rather than holding it up, let it go
forward.
Anna Wrobel said the difference between “support” and “dominant” is a drastic change
to the use mix.
Ed Reidman asked for a vote on the main motion language as presented
The vote was 6-1 in favor (Anna Wrobel opposed)
3.

Adjourn

Respectfully submitted by Linda Gain PECE Secretary
MINUTES MAY NOT BE TRANSCRIBED VERBATIM. SECTIONS MAY BE PARAPHRASED FOR CLARITY. A COMPLETE RECORDING
MAY BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING ENGINEERING, PLANNING AND CODE ENFORCEMENT at 207-854-9105 ext. 220 and
lgain@westbrook.me.us. THANK YOU
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